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While the new Volkswagen Jetta is bigger yet more affordable than before, it has lost many of
the special attributes that formerly distinguished it from the pack. The Volkswagen Jetta has
historically bridged a gap between salt-of-the-earth compact cars and Germany's entry-level
luxury sedans. There was a premium quality to the Jetta that its buyers recognized as worth the
extra cost of admission. Even so, Volkswagen believes this price premium also kept more
people from considering its compact sedan in the first place, so the Volkswagen Jetta
represents a dramatic shift in philosophy. For the first time in the car's year history, the Jetta is
not the sedan version of the VW Golf. On the positive side, the new Jetta has a longer
wheelbase for more rear seat room. But we're not fond of the revised steering, standard rear
drum brakes and the base model's 2. Additionally, the Jetta's interior no longer boasts the
upscale materials and thoughtful little details that used to give it a premium feel. So why all
these changes, when in most ways they make the Jetta less desirable? The answer is price. At
the same time, the Jetta also boasts more standard features for the money than a Honda Civic.
Add this to its big-car interior and you have a super-sized Jetta for American consumers who
expect the kind of value you get at Costco. Simply taken as it is, the VW Jetta is a solid choice
for a small or midsize sedan. With its spacious interior, plenty of standard features and
exclusive offering of a fuel-efficient clean-diesel engine, the new Jetta holds its own against
other top choices like the Honda Civic, Hyundai Elantra , Kia Forte and Mazda 3. But for every
customer who will notice the Jetta's smaller price and bigger size, we think there will be just as
many previous VW customers put off by the new car's obvious cost-cutting. The Volkswagen
Jetta Sportwagen is reviewed separately. The Jetta SE gets a more powerful engine, inch steel
wheels, cruise control, a front center armrest and storage compartment, a rear seat center
armrest, a trunk pass-through and premium vinyl upholstery. The SE Convenience package
adds inch alloy wheels, heated windshield washer nozzles, heated front seats, leather-wrapped
steering wheel and shift knob, Bluetooth and a six-speaker sound system with satellite radio
and an iPod interface. A sunroof can be added to the Convenience package and with it comes a
premium six-speaker sound system with a touchscreen interface, SD memory card reader and a
six-CD changer. The SEL Sport package adds the sunroof, a sport-tuned suspension, sport
seats and sport pedals. It gets the SEL's rear disc brakes and trip computer as well. The
Volkswagen Jetta Base and S come with a 2. A five-speed manual transmission is standard and
a six-speed automatic is optional. It gets the same transmission choices as the 2. The Jetta TDI
features a turbocharged 2. A six-speed manual is standard and Volkswagen's six-speed
dual-clutch automated manual gearbox is optional. The VW Jetta comes standard with traction
and stability control, front side airbags, side curtain airbags and active front head restraints. All
Jettas have antilock brakes with brake assist; however, the S and SE have rear drums. In
Edmunds brake testing of an SEL, the Jetta came to a stop from 60 mph in a better-than-average
feet. We have yet to sample a Volkswagen Jetta with the wheezy 2. The 2. We've noticed an odd,
delayed part-throttle response when this engine is paired with the six-speed automatic, so make
sure to step on it during a test-drive to see if you find this quirk as annoying as we have. When
the manual transmission is in place, we didn't notice anything amiss. Our pick, however, would
be the TDI, as its turbodiesel engine boasts robust torque and frugal fuel economy. Competent
yet unremarkable handling is what we've come to expect from the Jetta, and the new car doesn't
disappoint. The switch from an independent rear suspension to a semi-independent torsion
beam doesn't seem to adversely affect handling or ride, as this remains a very solid-feeling
German car. Though the steering has a small dead spot on-center and a somewhat artificial feel,
we have no complaints as far as its actual performance, as it's quick and precise enough when
guiding the Jetta through corners. The Jetta has a disappointing interior, something we've
never said about a Jetta before. Though build quality is still tight, the high-quality, soft-touch
materials of the Jetta have been replaced by cheap hard surfaces. Also gone are features that
used to make the Jetta stand apart from other small sedans, like a height- and length-adjustable
center armrest, infinitely adjustable back rests for the front seat, rear-seat air vents and a
carpeted trunk lid with struts rather than gooseneck hinges. The Jetta Sportwagen, which
continues to be based on the Golf, has these features and is indeed a nicer car. For all that, the
new Jetta is quite roomy. It's easy to find a comfortable seating position, and a full-size adult
can sit in the back with room to spare. The We're also big fans of the available touchscreen
stereo interface, which features a redundant control knob ideal for controlling an iPod. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Jetta. Disappointing interior quality slow
throttle response with automatic numb steering sluggish base engine. Vehicle overview. For the
Jetta, it's pay less and you get less. And in our opinion, that's a step backwards. The
Volkswagen Jetta sedan has been fully redesigned for and is now significantly different from
the Jetta Sportwagen. Read more. Sign Up. While the new Volkswagen Jetta is bigger yet more
affordable than before, it has lost many of the special attributes that formerly distinguished it

from the pack. The Volkswagen Jetta has historically bridged a gap between salt-of-the-earth
compact cars and Germany's entry-level luxury sedans. There was a premium quality to the
Jetta that its buyers recognized as worth the extra cost of admission. Even so, Volkswagen
believes this price premium also kept more people from considering its compact sedan in the
first place, so the Volkswagen Jetta represents a dramatic shift in philosophy. For the first time
in the car's year history, the Jetta is not the sedan version of the VW Golf. On the positive side,
the new Jetta has a longer wheelbase for more rear seat room. But we're not fond of the revised
steering, standard rear drum brakes and the base model's 2. Additionally, the Jetta's interior no
longer boasts the upscale materials and thoughtful little details that used to give it a premium
feel. So why all these changes, when in most ways they make the Jetta less desirable? The
answer is price. At the same time, the Jetta also boasts more standard features for the money
than a Honda Civic. Add this to its big-car interior and you have a super-sized Jetta for
American consumers who expect the kind of value you get at Costco. Simply taken as it is, the
VW Jetta is a solid choice for a small or midsize sedan. With its spacious interior, plenty of
standard features and exclusive offering of a fuel-efficient clean-diesel engine, the new Jetta
holds its own against other top choices like the Honda Civic, Hyundai Elantra , Kia Forte and
Mazda 3. But for every customer who will notice the Jetta's smaller price and bigger size, we
think there will be just as many previous VW customers put off by the new car's obvious
cost-cutting. The Volkswagen Jetta Sportwagen is reviewed separately. The Jetta SE gets a
more powerful engine, inch steel wheels, cruise control, a front center armrest and storage
compartment, a rear seat center armrest, a trunk pass-through and premium vinyl upholstery.
The SE Convenience package adds inch alloy wheels, heated windshield washer nozzles,
heated front seats, leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, Bluetooth and a six-speaker
sound system with satellite radio and an iPod interface. A sunroof can be added to the
Convenience package and with it comes a premium six-speaker sound system with a
touchscreen interface, SD memory card reader and a six-CD changer. The SEL Sport package
adds the sunroof, a sport-tuned suspension, sport seats and sport pedals. It gets the SEL's rear
disc brakes and trip computer as well. The Volkswagen Jetta Base and S come with a 2. A
five-speed manual transmission is standard and a six-speed automatic is optional. It gets the
same transmission choices as the 2. The Jetta TDI features a turbocharged 2. A six-speed
manual is standard and Volkswagen's six-speed dual-clutch automated manual gearbox is
optional. The VW Jetta comes standard with traction and stability control, front side airbags,
side curtain airbags and active front head restraints. All Jettas have antilock brakes with brake
assist; however, the S and SE have rear drums. In Edmunds brake testing of an SEL, the Jetta
came to a stop from 60 mph in a better-than-average feet. We have yet to sample a Volkswagen
Jetta with the wheezy 2. The 2. We've noticed an odd, delayed part-throttle response when this
engine is paired with the six-speed automatic, so make sure to step on it during a test-drive to
see if you find this quirk as annoying as we have. When the manual transmission is in place, we
didn't notice anything amiss. Our pick, however, would be the TDI, as its turbodiesel engine
boasts robust torque and frugal fuel economy. Competent yet unremarkable handling is what
we've come to expect from the Jetta, and the new car doesn't disappoint. The switch from an
independent rear suspension to a semi-independent torsion beam doesn't seem to adversely
affect handling or ride, as this remains a very solid-feeling German car. Though the steering has
a small dead spot on-center and a somewhat artificial feel, we have no complaints as far as its
actual performance, as it's quick and precise enough when guiding the Jetta through corners.
The Jetta has a disappointing interior, something we've never said about a Jetta before. Though
build quality is still tight, the high-quality, soft-touch materials of the Jetta have been replaced
by cheap hard surfaces. Also gone are features that used to make the Jetta stand apart from
other small sedans, like a height- and length-adjustable center armrest, infinitely adjustable
back rests for the front seat, rear-seat air vents and a carpeted trunk lid with struts rather than
gooseneck hinges. The Jetta Sportwagen, which continues to be based on the Golf, has these
features and is indeed a nicer car. For all that, the new Jetta is quite roomy. It's easy to find a
comfortable seating position, and a full-size adult can sit in the back with room to spare. The
We're also big fans of the available touchscreen stereo interface, which features a redundant
control knob ideal for controlling an iPod. Available styles include TDI 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Volkswagen Jetta. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell

you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Volkswagen lease specials Check out Volkswagen Jetta lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Disappointing
interior quality slow throttle response with automatic numb steering sluggish base engine.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. For the Jetta, it's pay less and you get less. And in our opinion, that's a step
backwards. The Volkswagen Jetta sedan has been fully redesigned for and is now significantly
different from the Jetta Sportwagen. Read more. Write a review See all 84 reviews. This is a
much nicer car than the Edmunds review gives it credit for. Sure, the had a much richer interior,
but the was both smaller and much more expensive. The "wheezy" 2. It is not fast by any
means, but it is smooth, quiet and refined, with no trouble whatsoever cruising at 80 MPH or
above. The car handles well, looks and feels more expensive than it is, and most importantly, is
smoother, quieter and more comfortable than just about anything else at its price point. Read
less. Bought the car brand new in and the AC went out in Great service at the dealer. In I started
to notice the transmission slipping but no error codes. Then the car shut off once at a stop light
and the second time turning into a friends driveway. I started researching the issue and found
many, many and cars have this problem and dealers seem unable to solve them because no
error code goes to the computer. When I first set eyes on this vehicle I was sold. My SEL is 4
months old now and I wanted to get a real feel for her before writing this review. The exterior
styling is much better this time around then the previous generation. It doesn't look cute, it
looks cleaner and more Audi A4 like. VW gets a plus here. The ride is firm yet still has enough
cushion to endure the NYC roads. The lay out of the interior has good fit and finish. The
materials they used are on par with a Chevy Colbalt as cheap hard plastic. Rear seat room is
more like a midsize and fits adults perfectly. Factory defects from factory. Bought a new jetta se
from day one car pulling and drifting to right. Dealer said it was out of alignment and rotated
tires with only miles on car. Still drives toward right side. Took in two more times, they said
nothing they can about it. Tested another demo car same thing looks like a factory defect. Have
filed for lemon law. Buyers beware of this factory problem it will eat your tires up. Miami, fflorida
owner. See all 84 reviews of the Used Volkswagen Jetta. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed
4. Sponsored cars related to the Jetta. Sign Up. This is a much nicer car than the Edmunds
review gives it credit for. Sure, the had a much richer interior, but the was both smaller and
much more expensive. The "wheezy" 2. It is not fast by any means, but it is smooth, quiet and
refined, with no trouble whatsoever cruising at 80 MPH or above. The car handles well, looks
and feels more expensive than it is, and most importantly, is smoother, quieter and more
comfortable than just about anything else at its price point. Bought the car brand new in and the
AC went out in Great service at the dealer. In I started to notice the transmission slipping but no
error codes. Then the car shut off once at a stop light and the second time turning into a friends
driveway. I started researching the issue and found many, many and cars have this problem and
dealers seem unable to solve them because no error code goes to the computer. When I first set
eyes on this vehicle I was sold. My SEL is 4 months old now and I wanted to get a real feel for
her before writing this review. The exterior styling is much better this time around then the
previous generation. It doesn't look cute, it looks cleaner and more Audi A4 like. VW gets a plus
here. The ride is firm yet still has enough cushion to endure the NYC roads. The 2. The lay out of
the interior has good fit and finish. The materials they used are on par with a Chevy Colbalt as
cheap hard plastic. Rear seat room is more like a midsize and fits adults perfectly. Bought a new
jetta se from day one car pulling and drifting to right. Dealer said it was out of alignment and
rotated tires with only miles on car. Still drives toward right side. Took in two more times, they
said nothing they can about it. Tested another demo car same thing looks like a factory defect.
Have filed for lemon law. Buyers beware of this factory problem it will eat your tires up. Miami,
fflorida owner. I bought the car new and it currently has miles on it. Last year the fuel pump
exploded. Dealership replaced it, saying it was under warranty at miles. The warranty is 3 years,
miles, whichever comes first. Makes me think VW knew there was a potential problem with the
fuel system. This one is most irritating, because while under warranty I told the service
department how the car hesitated at initial acceleration and they responded with it was due to
the double clutching action of the transmission. We did not expect VW to be of such poor
quality. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Jetta. View Photos. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1
star. Value at a price!! Items per page:. Write a review See all Jettas for sale. Sponsored cars

related to the Jetta. Sign Up. While the new Volkswagen Jetta is bigger yet more affordable than
before, it has lost many of the special attributes that formerly distinguished it from the pack.
The Volkswagen Jetta has historically bridged a gap between salt-of-the-earth compact cars and
Germany's entry-level luxury sedans. There was a premium quality to the Jetta that its buyers
recognized as worth the extra cost of admission. Even so, Volkswagen believes this price
premium also kept more people from considering its compact sedan in the first place, so the
Volkswagen Jetta represents a dramatic shift in philosophy. For the first time in the car's year
history, the Jetta is not the sedan version of the VW Golf. On the positive side, the new Jetta
has a longer wheelbase for more rear seat room. But we're not fond of the revised steering,
standard rear drum brakes and the base model's 2. Additionally, the Jetta's interior no longer
boasts the upscale materials and thoughtful little details that used to give it a premium feel. So
why all these changes, when in most ways they make the Jetta less desirable? The answer is
price. At the same time, the Jetta also boasts more standard features for the money than a
Honda Civic. Add this to its big-car interior and you have a super-sized Jetta for American
consumers who expect the kind of value you get at Costco. Simply taken as it is, the VW Jetta is
a solid choice for a small or midsize sedan. With its spacious interior, plenty of standard
features and exclusive offering of a fuel-efficient clean-diesel engine, the new Jetta holds its
own against other top choices like the Honda Civic, Hyundai Elantra , Kia Forte and Mazda 3.
But for every customer who will notice the Jetta's smaller price and bigger size, we think there
will be just as many previous VW customers put off by the new car's obvious cost-cutting. The
Volkswagen Jetta Sportwagen is reviewed separately. The Jetta SE gets a more powerful
engine, inch steel wheels, cruise control, a front center armrest and storage compartment, a
rear seat center armrest, a trunk pass-through and premium vinyl upholstery. The SE
Convenience package adds inch alloy wheels, heated windshield washer nozzles, heated front
seats, leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, Bluetooth and a six-speaker sound
system with satellite radio and an iPod interface. A sunroof can be added to the Convenience
package and with it comes a premium six-speaker sound system with a touchscreen interface,
SD memory card reader and a six-CD changer. The SEL Sport package adds the sunroof, a
sport-tuned suspension, sport seats and sport pedals. It gets the SEL's rear disc brakes and trip
computer as well. The Volkswagen Jetta Base and S come with a 2. A five-speed manual
transmission is standard and a six-speed automatic is optional. It gets the same transmission
choices as the 2. The Jetta TDI features a turbocharged 2. A six-speed manual is standard and
Volkswagen's six-speed dual-clutch automated manual gearbox is optional. The VW Jetta
comes standard with traction and stability control, front side airbags, side curtain airbags and
active front head restraints. All Jettas have antilock brakes with brake assist; however, the S
and SE have rear drums. In Edmunds brake testing of an SEL, the Jetta came to a stop from 60
mph in a better-than-average feet. We have yet to sample a Volkswagen Jetta with the wheezy 2.
The 2. We've noticed an odd, delayed part-throttle response when this engine is paired with the
six-speed automatic, so make sure to step on it during a test-drive to see if you find this quirk
as annoying as we have. When the manual transmission is in place, we didn't notice anything
amiss. Our pick, however, would be the TDI, as its turbodiesel engine boasts robust torque and
frugal fuel economy. Competent yet unremarkable handling is what we've come to expect from
the Jetta, and the new car doesn't disappoint. The switch from an independent rear suspension
to a semi-independent torsion beam doesn't seem to adversely affect handling or ride, as this
remains a very solid-feeling German car. Though the steering has a small dead spot on-center
and a somewhat artificial feel, we have no complaints as far as its actual performance, as it's
quick and precise enough when guiding the Jetta through corners. The Jetta has a
disappointing interior, something we've never said about a Jetta before. Though build quality is
still tight, the high-quality, soft-touch materials of the Jetta have been replaced by cheap hard
surfaces. Also gone are features that used to make the Jetta stand apart from other small
sedans, like a height- and length-adjustable center armrest, infinitely adjustable back rests for
the front seat, rear-seat air vents and a carpeted trunk lid with struts rather than gooseneck
hinges. The Jetta Sportwagen, which continues to be based on the Golf, has these features and
is indeed a nicer car. For all that, the new Jetta is quite roomy. It's easy to find a comfortable
seating position, and a full-size adult can sit in the back with room to spare. The We're also big
fans of the available touchscreen stereo interface, which features a redundant control knob
ideal for controlling an iPod. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,

and find out what other owners paid for the Used Volkswagen Jetta Diesel. Is it better to lease or
buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials Check out
Volkswagen Jetta lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale
Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Disappointing interior quality slow
throttle response with automatic numb steering sluggish base engine. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Jetta for sale near you. See Pricing.
Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. For the Jetta, it's pay less and you get less. And in our opinion, that's
a step backwards. The Volkswagen Jetta sedan has been fully redesigned for and is now
significantly different from the Jetta Sportwagen. Read more. Write a review See all 84 reviews.
Read reviews before you purchase. I bought the car new and it currently has miles on it. Last
year the fuel pump exploded. Dealership replaced it, saying it was under warranty at miles. The
warranty is 3 years, miles, whichever comes first. Makes me think VW knew there was a
potential problem with the fuel system. This one is most irritating, because while under
warranty I told the service department how the car hesitated at initial acceleration and they
responded with it was due to the double clutching action of the transmission. We did not expect
VW to be of such poor quality. Read less. Another sad fact is the company which doesn't take
responsibility to admit to the problem and blames the poor quality fuel. It is not like that the fuel
quality was good here before! I made a mistake to buy one. That's all! Nice car, but clutch failure
at 22, miles?!? The car had significant problems at first with stalling. After a couple of tries, the
dealership replaced the air mass meter which improved it significantly. At 22, miles, the clutch
disk disintegrated. VW claims that his was normal wear and tear. However, on a previous car 87
Volvo T I got , miles on the clutch. I know how to drive a clutch. I am a former licensed master
auto mechanic, this is clearly a materials failure, and VW will not stand behind their product.
They have lost a good customer and somebody who had been a good advocate for VW in the
past. Update July In June , the glow-plug warning light started flashing, the engine lost power,
and then started making a loud clattering noise. Had it towed in to the dealer, and the
high-pressure fuel pump had disintegrated internally, sending small shards of metal throughout
the fuel system. They had to replace the entire fuel system injectors, fuel distributor, hoses,
filter, pumps and flush out the fuel tank. Apparently this has been a fairly common problem as
VW has a warranty extension for this to 10 years , miles. My takeaway from this is that VW got
the price point down on this car by engineering the car with no slack - a clutch which was too
weak for the engine, a fuel pump which was cheaper than what was required for longevity, etc.
What else would go wrong with this car if I kept it? Although the car drives well, I am now happy
that VW will be buying it back due to the emission controls scandal. I got a replacement ring
gear from the 3rd party manufacturer, and paid a good mechanic to install it. Finally, in January
, VW bought the car back from me, so I'm done with it. Thank goodness! I have owned 4 Jetta
TDIs, with the latest a The first three had over , miles when I sold them. Yes there has been
maintenance but when I look at cost per mile, including purchase price, I spend very little on
transportation. Note that I do drive miles a day, 50 miles each way to work every day. The fact
that I am on my 4th one probably says it all. See all 84 reviews of the Used Volkswagen Jetta
Diesel. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Jetta. Sign Up. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

